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RESOLVING EPISTEMOLOGICAL ISSUES 
IN THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
APPARATUS OF INSTITUTIONAL THEORIES 
OF ORGANIZATIONS

Дослідники нової інституційної соціології зосереджені на розгляді мотивів та раціональності постійної 
зміни вже побудованих історично та культурно інституційних середовищ. На сьогоднішній день найбільш 
перспективною та розвиненою теорією є теорія управлінських мод, яка передбачає, що інтереси та по-
гляди окремих індивідів та колективів соціально сконструйовані та сформовані під дією інституційних 
впливів. Відповідно, результатом цих переконань, спричинених інституційними наслідками, є не що інше, як 
поширення та прийняття адміністративних інновацій. Незважаючи на феноменологічні аргументи нової 
інституційної соціології, що розглядає інституційний характер індивідуальних переконань, припущень 
та розумінь, дослідження з fashion management (управлінських мод) прямо суперечить іншим основним 
інституціональним твердженням про стабільність, інерцію та стійкість до нових ідей та практик  
в інституційних умовах. Тому об’єктом дослідження є сутність теорії управлінських мод з точки зору 
визначення її онтологічних та епістомологічних ознак. 

Унаслідок використання наукових методів логічного узагальнення та морфологічного аналізу в ро-
боті стверджується, що одиницею аналізу мають виступати не макрорівневі процеси гомогенізації чи 
диверсифікації організаційних середовищ, а мікропроцеси зміни технічних значень та характеристик 
адміністративних та організаційних практик. Так само, акцент досліджень має бути не на траєкторіях 
і особливостях поширення організаційних інновацій та практик, а на закономірностях їх інтерпретації 
та осмислення індивідами та організаціями. Продемонстровано, як поєднання окремих аспектів теоре-
тичного апарату Скандинавського інституціоналізму і теорії управлінських мод дозволяють досягти цієї 
мети та одночасно уникнути онтологічних розбіжностей. 

Теоретичні ідеї, запропоновані в роботі, дозволяють уникнути типових недоліків в емпіричних дослі-
дженнях, такі як неточність в інтерпретації інституційних ефектів та помилкове трактування останніх 
як економічних та технічних факторів.

Ключові слова: теорія моди менеджмента, соціальні конструкти, інституціональна соціологія, інсти-
туціональні ефекти.
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1. Introduction

It is now widely recognized that institutional theory 
constitutes the dominant perspective on organizational 
behavior and structure [1–4]. Being developed as alterna-
tive to economic perspectives that viewed organizations as 
rational systems that pursue their goals in most efficient 
ways, over time new institutionalism acquired a status of 
the main theory of organizations. Institutional theory is 
well equipped to explain organizational actions and be-
haviors as acts of conformity under institutional pressures 
that push organizations to adopt similar structures and 
follows the same norms, rules and beliefs. At the same 
time, institutional arguments appeared to be unable to 
explain how change inside mature fields occur and how 
actors may recognize their needs and interests if latest 
are institutionally defined [5–9].

Management fashion theory has been developed partly 
in order to address this issue and explain change on the 
macro-level. Despite its fit to phenomenological arguments 
put forward by strong constructionist version of new in-
stitutional sociology regarding the institutional nature of 
individuals’ beliefs, assumptions and understandings, ma-
nagement fashion literature seems directly contradicting 

another core institutional statement about stability, inertia 
and resistance towards novel ideas and practices in insti-
tutionalized settings. This paper attempts to clarify and 
resolve these two streams of literature by attending social 
construction perspective and revisiting its central tenets.

2.  The object of research  
and its technological audit

The object of research is the essentiality of fashion 
management theory taking into account its ontological 
and epistemological characteristics. One of the most prob-
lematic areas is understanding the way institutions and 
fashions can be conceptualized upon the same mechanisms 
of emergence, reproduction and development.

Despite the multiplicity of explanations, it is argued in 
this paper that management fashion theory, although not 
formerly designed for change explanations, captures the 
essence of agency vs. structure quarrel better then special 
institutional change theories. Fashion theory concerned with 
trends and discourse in management knowledge markets 
which results in swings in popularity [10–14]. 

This most appropriately equipped theory of institutional 
mechanisms of management concepts adoption directly  
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contradict intuitional theory and its core statements re-
garding stability and inertia across organizational fields. 
Fashion studies have gone a long way towards explaining  
relative transience in many organizational techniques, but 
struggle to explain why and some exhibit relative per-
manence. On the flipside, institutional studies have gone 
a long way in explaining relative persistence in many 
organizational techniques, but struggle to explain relative 
transience in institutions [15–17]. 

3. The aim and objectives of research

The aim of research is theoretization and enhance un-
derstanding the way institutions and fashions can be 
conceptualized upon the same mechanisms of emergence, 
reproduction and development.

In order to accomplish this task, the following sub 
questions need to be addressed:

1. To show, how to redirect empirical research from 
macro level studies of diffusion towards the micro level 
grounded in phenomenological reasoning.

2. To show, how each theory can be adapted to the 
socially constructed nature of institutional reality and how  
methodological tools can be modified in order to enable 
researchers to study this reality.

4.  Research of existing solutions  
of the problem

The foundational argument of institutional theory is 
«that organizations exist in social contexts in which the 
rules of appropriate behavior are defined, not by economic 
rationality, but rather by prevailing myths of appropriate 
conduct that become so cognitively embedded that they 
influence managerial assumptions of efficiency and rationa-
lity [18]. Institutionalists turn attention away from internal 
organizational interests and pragmatic economic motivation 
towards organizational environments, viewing organizations 
not as technical but social systems which depend not on 
market forces but on institutional environments [19–22]. 
Further developments in institutional theory, inspired by 
micro theories like phenomenology and ethnomethodo-
logy [23, 24] allows looking «beyond market forces and 
the regulated industry but focuses instead on cultural fac-
tors, actions by states or professions, and how institutions 
shape markets or politics» [25–27]. The core idea behind 
the theories of institutional change, creation, modifica-
tion and deinstitutionalization of institutions, therefore, 
remains that the very notions of interest, rationality and 
strategic behavior are socially constructed definitions elabo-
rated through meaningful interaction [21, 23, 25, 28, 29].  
Emerging as a chain of subjective judgments and opinions, 
over time certain elements and structures gain a taken-for-
granted image, establishing itself as an objective reality, 
obtaining a rule-like status [30]. Apart from sanctions or 
pragmatic interests in symbolic conformity, rationalized 
structures mean that actors believe in its objectivity because 
other does the same [22]. These phenomenological argu-
ments were incorporated more explicitly in experimental 
study where author adopted organization level analysis 
and, therefore, unpacked microfoundations of institutions. 
In research, institutionalization has been clearly concep-
tualized as a process by which «individual actors transmit 
what is socially defined as real and, at the same time, at 

any point in the process the meaning of an act can be 
defined as more or less a taken-for-granted part of this 
social reality. Institutionalized acts, then, must be perceived 
as both objective and exterior. Acts are objective when 
they are potentially repeatable by other actors without 
changing the common understanding of the act, while 
acts are exterior when subjective understanding of acts 
is reconstructed as intersubjective under-standing so that 
the acts are seen as part of the external world» [30].

As such, these «shared understandings result in certain 
organizations having to perform certain activities regardless 
of their rationale because of the taken-for-granted nature 
of those understandings» [31]. Organizations in highly 
institutionalized environments tend to dramatically reflect 
taken-for-granted elements in their formal structures in 
order to depict themselves as legitimate members of their 
social and cultural order. This phenomenon was used to 
be explained by the acceptance of dominating scripts and 
logics as the only obvious and natural way to conduct an 
activity [32] or by actors conformity to what is perceived 
in a given context as rational and appropriate. The latest 
statement appears to be interpreted differently in institu-
tional literature. While more phenomenological argument 
states it that actors do believe in dominant institutional 
order and perceive it as the most appropriate and efficient 
means to desired ends [23, 33], other scholars undertake 
strategic perspective on agency vs. structure debate, leaving 
the space for conscious, pragmatic and purposive action. 
Adopting legitimate elements from environments doesn’t 
mean pragmatism and strategic management of legitimacy 
but the minimal cognitive efforts in response to provided 
institutional templates. In contrast according to strategic 
view, actors can manipulate their environments, pretending 
to conform, while decoupling symbolically adopted elements 
from their technical day-to-day activities. In other cases, 
actors not only become aware of institutional constraints 
but actively engage in its change and deinstitutionalization 
in favor of more attractive alternatives. Such strategic 
view on agency and interest in institutional theory distorts 
its core assumptions, in particular the social constructed 
nature of institutional effects. As it was noted in [34], 
«it is important to keep in mind that the objectivity of 
the institutional world is a humanly produced, constructed 
objectivity. Before being «objectivated» (i. e. experienced 
as an objective reality) by human beings, institutions are 
produced by them. Human beings tend to believe that 
institutions have always been there because most often 
those who are constrained by institutions, and those who 
initially created these institutions, are not the same».

The key point here is that conformity is an unconscious 
and unintentional process since when facing rational myths 
individuals and organizations are unlikely to recognize their 
socially constructed nature and distinguish between shared 
beliefs and technical reality [35–37]. Conformity to institu-
tional norms and rules stems not from the fear of sanctions 
and/or interest in gaining legitimacy and improve social 
position [30, 20]. Again, adopting institutional element or 
becoming infused with institutional value is largely uncon-
scious and free from any cognitive efforts and decision-
making process [23]. It is an acceptance that becomes 
possible because institutional understandings become so 
take-for-granted that actors perceive them as reality that 
needs to be accounted any way. Institutionalization occurs 
because certain combination of actions become so repetitive 
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and stable that field members can save time and cognitive 
efforts on negotiations, analysis, doubts, decision making 
and strategizing. Institutionalized structures and patterns 
of actions bring stability and predictability – resources 
organizations value most [19, 38, 39].

All above mentioned features of institutions can be 
reduced to the notion of rational myths [40, 41]. They are 
either widely prevailed or marginal practices or structures 
that have at least one common feature – they hold the 
notion about rationality and economic appropriateness. In 
the material structure it is a symbolic content that ratio-
nalize certain logic and course of actions [42], explaining 
why this structure is the optimal solution that leads to 
most efficient ends. When being faced with rational myth 
and considering its adoption actors do engage in decision-
making process but base it on institutional value and 
shared meanings around the concept, accepting some sort 
of institutional value instead of former technical reality. 

The notion of management fashion seems to fit these 
features best. In [10] defined as «relatively transitory col-
lective beliefs…», the phenomenological roots are perfectly 
captured in the following conceptualization: «management 
fashion setting as the process by which management fashion 
setters continuously redefine both theirs and fashion follo-
wers’ collective beliefs about which management techniques 
lead rational management progress». Although some re-
viewers claim fashion theory to be loosely coupled with 
institutional arguments [43], yet this definition reflects 
a socially constructed nature of managers’ preferences, 
interests and understandings thus theorizing about both 
micro and macro levels of analysis [28, 44–46]. Addition-
ally, fashion approach provides an answer to the question 
why some fashions come and go relatively fast while others  
stay and over time become institutions. That is, as trans-
ferable and reproducible set of belief systems, fashions 
have a potential to become institutions. This is indicated 
in many instances when fashionable concepts enter and 
become inevitable part of the everyday practice [43]. 

As a theory of stability, inertia and conformity, new 
institutionalism appeared to be unable to explain how 
change occurs [5, 7]. In their attempts to balance this 
overemphasized view on social and cultural constrains over 
field members, thus, to resolve the paradox of embedded 
agency, many scholars infused actors in their analysis with 
so strong social skills and strategic vision that these ac-
tors appeared no more embedded in and constructed by 
their institutional environments [29, 47]. Instead, actors 
became active institutional entrepreneurs in studies of 
institutional change and transformation and rational, pur-
posive decision-makers in diffusion studies. Several research 
streams, however, designed more compatible explanatory 
frameworks where actors’ interests and motives were con-
sidered in their institutional context. These are institutional 
logics perspective, Scandinavian institutionalism and man-
agement fashion literature.

5. Methods of research

There are special and basic scientific methods and tech-
niques to achieve the objectives:

– logical generalization to identify trends of fashion 
management conducted researches;
– synthesis to generalize the individual elements into 
a holistic system of Scandinavian institutionalism;

– morphological analysis – to combine different me-
thods and trends of the study of fashion management.
In addressing to the aim of research a literature review 

is a main source of empirical data.

6. Research results

The foregoing discussion now reaches its central point – to 
theorize the compatibility of fashion theory and institutional 
arguments as well as to compare it with another theory 
from institutional branch – Scandinavian institutionalism.

Although both theories put main emphasis on other then 
actors’ motivation and interpretation issues (trajectories 
of diffusion in general and heterogeneity in translation 
theory and origins and discourses around new practices 
in fashion literature in particular), they rightly depict 
cultural construction of understandings and assumptions 
about rationality, technical efficiency and legitimacy benefits 
and/or threats. Fashion and translation research programs 
make it meaningless to distinguish between social and 
economic accounts in adoption motivations as in both 
approaches behavior and understandings are shaped and 
restricted by wider institutional forces [19, 22, 28, 48, 49].

Scandinavian institutionalism paints the same process 
of adopting rational myths as classic institutional state-
ments based on phenomenology of institutions. Through 
imitation, adopters seek to join fashionable templates 
and fashions from different institutional environments. In  
doing so, they interpret external elements in accordance 
to domestic institutional logic, accounting for those edi-
ting rules, constructed by home institutional forces. Thus, 
the norms of rationality and progress, prevailed in novel 
practice home field are likely to differ with those norms, 
beliefs and understandings of rationality constructed by 
recipients’ context. As a result of these divergent assump-
tions about reality, rationality and technical efficiency, 
adopters use to arrive with their own original versions 
of former practice.

The same can be noticed in fashion literature. New 
management techniques and concepts emerge on a regular 
basis, replacing existing, outdated solutions that contain 
obsolete beliefs about rationality and progress [10]. Fashion-
setting communities regularly redefine what is rational, 
and how to succeed under these norms of rationality and 
by which means. By accepting these transitory collective 
beliefs about what is at the forefront of the management 
progress [10], adopters naturally perceive fashions as means 
to optimal ends, therefore, there is no point to assume 
legitimacy concerns – motivation for adoption is driven 
by technical efficiency interests, rational economic beha-
vior. Management fashion theory, thus, explicitly claim the 
institutional construction of individual and organizational 
behavior and economic interests. Translation theory then 
describe how these global, external rational myths, vali-
dated as get additionally revisited and reconstructed in 
accordance with local institutional context which, in turn, 
clarifies certain points about rationality and applying of 
most efficient means to important ends [10]. 

Revisited from social constructionist perspective, transla-
tion and fashion theories offer rather better understating of 
value infusion and shifts in meanings than prevailing insti-
tutional research strategies. Both approaches depart from 
simple economic-legitimacy motives dichotomy and exa-
mine instead, how formerly interest-driven actors interpret  
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new practices and share existing institutional meanings or 
attach local shared understandings to global ideas.

Rational myths constitute a central theoretical notion 
in [19] on institutional theory and fashion perspective on 
practices diffusion and adoption offers well suited research 
tools for studying motivation for adoption and not only 
supply side, trajectories and patterns of fashion waves. 
Therefore, the most detailed extension on institutional 
myths was offered in management fashion literature. In 
particular, figuring out what drives managers to adopt 
new administrative models, concepts and techniques rela-
tively uncritically, thus, accounting for the number and 
quality of adopters then for innovations per se [11]. This 
conceptualization of norms of rationality and progress is  
a direct reference to strong social constructionist perspective 
on institutional effects: in any institutional environment 
there are specific assumptions, beliefs and understandings 
of rationality and efficiency which managers acknowledge, 
«understand» and do their best to meet this institutio-
nally constructed expectations. It’s not enough to assume 
that a search for modernity is the major imperative for 
practice adoption. Instead, adopters look for rationality 
and progress when adopting novel practices. Here, again, 
managers either believe in these criteria and strive for fit 
with the norm of rationality provided by the dominant 
institutional logic or don’t believe but conform to expec-
tations in order to acquire legitimacy and get rewarded 
in financial or reputational terms [50].

Fashion literature echoes phenomenological sociology in 
the most important aspect, namely, in sharing the same view 
on the nature and mechanisms of social order reproduc-
tion [24]. As in [22] summarizes, «the truly fundamental 
beliefs for reproducing a social order are people’s beliefs 
about others’ behaviour and beliefs; the basic «myths» 
of society operate primarily by establishing beliefs about 
what others think and expectations about how others 
will behave». What can be considered as a pragmatic 
and purposeful adaptation of the management concept 
to personal needs and interests [13] institutional theory 
views as a conformity to local institutionally invented 
criteria of what is rational, logical and optimal [28, 48, 49].  
Scholars explicitly stress the local legitimacy criteria which 
identifies what is rational and progressive in the following 
passage: «waves of interest in management techniques oc-
cur when national norms of both rationality and progress 
govern managerial behaviour» [10]. That is, an institutional 
logic dominating in any specific setting or context already 
defines this rationality and scientific paper distinguishes 
institutional logics and fields geographically. Similarly to 
former institutional studies, fashions arise and proliferate 
when their institutional rationalization articulate what is 
rational and progressive, drawing from past experiences and 
success stories and not from adopters’ isolated interests. 
Like myths, fashions adoptions inhere «not in the fact 
that «individuals believe them, but in the fact that they 
«know» everyone else does...» [40].

In locating fashion and translation theory within in-
stitutional analysis it is important to emphasis not macro 
institutional effect but to attend microfoundations. In-
stead of focusing on homogeneity/heterogeneity and per-
manence/transience nature of fashions and institutions 
it is more fruitful to focus once again on actors’ sense 
making. The main point of both perspectives must be that 
actors adopt new ideas because of the institutional in-

fluences and cultural and historical construction of norms 
of rationality. Instead of focusing on maintenance and 
stability of institutional myths, researchers may ask why 
field members are sensitive to new myths and why insti-
tutional content is more important than technical founda-
tions. Shifting the level of analysis from macro to micro 
perspective allows uncovering meanings actors attach to 
structures and elements. Furthermore, it becomes possible 
to observe and understand how their interpretations are 
influenced and distorted by institutional effects, how shared 
social reality appears to be more important in decision 
making then critical analysis isolated from any external 
influences. Therefore, the main point in all branches of 
institutional research program might be not the macro 
processes of homogenization or issues of transience or per-
manence but the process of social construction of reality, 
the way «individuals come to accept a shared definition 
of social reality» [21] regardless of the extend of myths’ 
prevalence and taken-for-grantedness.

Although, as this paper argued, management fashion 
perspective offers one of the well-suited tools for researching 
adopters’ motivations and, thus, the value infusion, still 
scholars pay little attention to the issue of institutional 
content and its interpretation by field members. The focus 
of most appropriate frameworks is on answering different 
research questions that loosely coupled with motivation 
and interpretation. Institutional logics perspective aims 
answering how actors perceive and resolve institutional 
complexity, translation theory deals with decoupling and 
homogeneity stereotypes in institutional studies and ma-
nagement fashion theory responds to bell-shaped swings 
in the popularity of management concepts. The present 
study put forward arguments that it is not homogeneity 
or symbolic pragmatic conformity should be the main units 
of analysis but the meanings that individuals attach to 
technical structures and elements; not the trajectories and 
waves of popularity of ideas and structures but the way 
subjective judgments and interpretations acquire objective 
status and eclipse former technical foundations. Detailed 
case studies favored among Scandinavian institutionalists 
when equipped with fashion theory definition of new ideas 
as collective beliefs that a «management technique is at 
the forefront of management progress» will help to trace 
the process when these ideas become «infused with value 
beyond the technical requirements at hand» [51].

7. SWOT analysis of research results

Strengths. We managed to explain motives and rea-
sons why communities and adopters always perceive new 
management and leadership theories like those that are 
rational and ready for practical application in their local  
context. 

Weaknesses. The weak side of the research is the lack 
of quantitative data on the emergence and acceptance of 
new management and leadership theories by the scientific 
community.

Opportunities. To expand the research with interviews 
of Ukrainian management and leadership theorists.

Threats. Fundamental principles, which are basic of the 
theories discussed in the article, may not be complete. 
Consequently, we could overlook certain aspects of the 
problem of perceiving new management and leadership 
theories.
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8. Conclusions

1. It is shown that neither former institutional theory 
nor its modern alternatives should focus exclusively on the 
trajectory and logic of diffusion of institutional templates. 
Instead, it is argued that in the middle of the empirical 
and theoretical focus need to be individuals’ interpre-
tations of institutional prescriptions and demands. This 
redirection also allows linking macro and micro levels of 
analysis and making institutional perspectives working both 
within qualitative and quantitative modes of analysis.

2. The conducted research turns the attention towards 
the ontological foundation of each theory and speculates 
how each can be adapted to the socially constructed nature 
of institutional reality and how methodological tools can be 
modified in order to enable researchers to study this reality. 
Specifically, it is offered to reduce the conceptualization of 
institutions and organizations back from agency-centered 
depiction and strategic-perspective towards over-socialized 
picture with adequately addresses the prevalence of macro-
level forces over micro-level individuals.
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